Standardised Letter of Recommendation

Information for applicants

- We use the standardised format of a Letter of Recommendation (SLoR).
- Please, forward the following link to your two referees: https://www.formdesk.com/universiteitutrecht/SLOR_GSLS
- Using the link, your referees can fill out the SLoR.
- Your referees should not be related to you (as a friend, member of your family etc.).
- The SLoR is in English. The comments must be written in English or Dutch.
- At least one letter should be provided by an academic who is able to comment on your performance as a student.
- Your referees should be willing to answer questions of an Admissions Committee of Utrecht University Graduate School of Life Sciences by email or telephone.
- Please, provide your referees with information about (a) the Master’s programme for which you apply, (b) your student number, and (c) previous education (Dutch or International). They will need this information to correctly fill out the SLoR.

Information for referees

- An Admissions Committee of Utrecht University Graduate School of Life Sciences may wish to contact you. Therefore, we kindly ask you to include the contact details which you regularly use (your institutional email address and telephone number)

- For items in which you do not have appropriate knowledge of the applicant's quality, please select "Cannot assess".

- We kindly ask you to explain your ratings by providing reasons and examples in the text boxes that are located below each category of skills. Your explanatory text will make your assessment more useful for us.

- Thank you very much for your co-operation.